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Recent Advances in Polishing of Advanced Materials
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This article discusses the recent advances in polishing of advanced materials. Ninety-five journal articles published in 2005–2007 are briefly

introduced. The topics are advances in chemical mechanical polishing (CMP), fluids for polishing, modeling of polishing, polishing of brittle

materials, robotic polishing, polishing with vibrations or beams, and friction in polishing processes. CMP is perhaps the hottest research topic in

the articles reviewed. Many “noncontact” processes are developed using magnetic fluids, electrorheological fluids, and abrasive flow for polishing

of complicated geometries or difficult-to-approach regions. Modeling of polishing processes helps to understand the polishing mechanisms and

is thus increasingly performed worldwide. More research on simulations of polishing processes can be expected in the near future. Polishing of

brittle materials is also highly demanded. Automatic polishing of curved surfaces using robots and CNC machines, and polishing with vibrations

and beams are promising. Investigations of friction in polishing processes help to understand the polishing mechanisms or control the polishing

processes.

Keywords Abrasive flow machining; Advanced materials; Beams; Brittle materials; Chemical mechanical polishing; Curved surfaces;

Electrorheological fluid; Friction; Magnetic fluid; Modeling; Polishing mechanisms; Polishing processes; Robotic polishing; Simulation; Vibration-

assisted polishing.

1. Introduction

Polishing processes become more important because of
the increasing demand for better surface finish. However,
the mechanisms of polishing processes are still not fully
understood [1]. The parameter settings are often determined
by trial and error or expert experience. This may not lead to
optimal parameter settings [2]. Therefore, efforts are made
worldwide to better understand polishing mechanisms [3–5]
and/or optimize polishing processes using various methods
such as systemically designed experiments [6], ANOVA and
Turkey’s honest significant difference multiple comparison
tests [7] for various applications such as polishing of quartz
[8], diamond films [9], MgO single-crystal substrates [6],
ultrathin dielectric substrates [10], and deposited surfaces
during nickel electrodepositing [11] as well as polishing
of microbores for microfluidics and optical applications
[12], and feldspathic ceramics [13] and other materials
for medical applications [14]. This general review article
attempts to briefly introduce the recently published journal
articles. With the reference provided, readers may explore
more deeply by reading a particular article for detailed
description of a polishing process and its results.

2. Chemical mechanical polishing (cmp)

With the demand for higher-performance in integrated
circuits (ICs) and MEMS devices, there is more research
on CMP. Besides planarization of Si wafers, CMP is also
increasingly performed to planarize and/or smooth various
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thin films, low-k and ultra-low-k devices, copper structures,
polymer substrates, hard disk substrates, SiC wafers, etc.
Research efforts are also made to understand the CMP
mechanisms and the effects of slurry and abrasive types,
pH values, temperature changes, polishing pads, polishing
time, and other process parameters on material removal rates
(MRRs), surface quality, and within-wafer nonuniformity.
The pH value of slurry is an important factor in CMP

processes. Planarity strongly depends on the pH value
[15]. Slurries with the highest removal rate have a high
dissolution rate at lower pH [16]. The tantalum oxide films
formed during CMP are thinner at pH 2 compared to pH
10 [17]. The pH value change caused by the temperature
change affects the surface state of abrasive particles [18].
The pH adjustment and addition of sodium dodecyl sulfate
result in a ten-fold increase in selectivity compared to
conventional colloidal silica slurry [19]. With an increased
temperature, the pH value decreases [20]. Oxalic and
malonic acids are most effective at pH 3–4 for abrasive-free
removal of Cu [21].
CMP of copper structures is an important operation, and

therefore the effects of various parameters during copper
CMP have been studied [22, 23]. The use of Scanning
Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy can characterize post-CMP
copper structures and detect metallic contamination [24].
The polishing pad can significantly affect the process

stability. The holes on the pad surface is filled by the
reactant, and the pad surface gradually has hard glazing,
which reduces the pad ability of absorbing slurry and leads
to scratches on the workpiece. The pad must be conditioned
regularly [25]. Plowing is the major mechanism if dressing
is conducted by a diamond face, while cutting action
dominates if dressing is performed by a diamond point
[26]. The surface roughness of the pad determines the MRR
as the material is removed by direct contact with the pad
surface [27]. The surface waviness with a concentric circular
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Figure 1.—25–25�m square pattern on SU-8 after chemical mechanical

polishing [31].

pattern is generated on highly-boron-doped Si wafers by
CMP with amine system slurry [28]. The waviness results
from the change of the etching rate in the amine etching
system. If CMP of the Si substrate is performed using a hard
polishing pad, a smooth surface can be obtained without
waviness.
Studies of peeling with respect to the number of ultra

low-k dielectric films in interconnect stacking during CMP
[29] reveal that delamination during polishing depends on
the elastic properties of the interconnect stack. The addition
of ultra low-k levels has a major effect on delamination
during CMP, due to the effect of the stack residual stress
and elasticity.
Polymers are replacing silicon as the major substrates in

microfluidic system fabrication because of their outstanding
features. CMP is well suited for polishing SU-8 structures
(Fig. 1). Polished poly(methyl methacrylate) (Fig. 2),
polycarbonate, and SU-8 surfaces have nanometer-order
surface roughness [30, 31], acceptable for most MEMS
applications.
Studies of CMP of Si and SiC wafers show that the

removal rate and surface quality vary greatly with crystal
orientations [32]. High-quality surfaces can be obtained by
CMP with colloidal silica [33]. Lapping of SiC wafers
causes great residual stresses and a deep damage layer.

Figure 2.—AFM image of poly(methyl methacrylate) after chemical

mechanical polishing [30].

Surfaces machined by mechanical polishing show a large
number of scratches with depths of 5–8nm, which can be
removed by CMP and an extremely smooth surface with
a low damage layer and roughness Ra = 0�3nm can be
obtained [34].
Polishing time is an important issue in CMP processes.

A neural-Taguchi method can help to reduce the number of
experiments without affecting the completeness [35]. With
optimal parameters, the desired MRR and within-wafer-
nonuniformity can be achieved with the optimal polishing
time.
Abrasive is another key factor affecting the CMP quality.

�-alumina particles are widely used in CMP slurries, but
often result in surface defects due to their high hardness.
CMP of hard disk substrates using alumina/silica abrasives
[36] reveals that slurries containing these abrasives result in
fewer scratches and lower surface roughness, waviness and
topographical variations than that containing a pure alumina
abrasive.

3. Float polishing

A polishing process typically uses a polishing pad
and loose abrasives to contact the workpiece, forming
a “three-body abrasion” mechanism. However, many
“noncontact” polishing processes are also developed using
magnetic fluids, electrorheological fluids, and abrasive flow
for polishing of complicated geometries or difficult-to-
approach regions.
Magnetic compound fluids (MCFs) can be used for

noncontact float polishing. The polishing effect depends
on the magnetic field strength [37]. The float polishing
effect without using a polishing pad is larger than that
using a polishing pad. Using a mixed MCF can polish inner
capillary walls made of nonmagnetic material. The fluid has
the features of a magnetic fluid and a magnetorheological
[38] fluid. The polishing involves abrasive particles
aggregating at a certain section of the polished wall [39].
Recent research on polishing processes reveals the

importance of chemistry, especially slurry pH, for
preventing particle agglomeration to achieve smooth
surfaces with conventional pads. New sub-aperture
polishing processes like magnetorheological finishing
(MRF) can shape and smooth spherical, aspherical, flat, and
free-form surfaces within a few process iterations. MRF
can also finish soft polymer, microstructured polycrystalline
zinc sulfide, and water soluble single-crystal potassium
dihydrogen phosphate [40]. A mixture of magnetic fluid,
magnetorheological fluid, abrasive particles, and cellulose
is also proposed [41] for surface finishing.
Optical components of reaction-bonded SiC have

attracted research interest because of their high hardness,
and low density and thermal expansion coefficient [42].
In one study, a manufacturing system equipped with
magnetorheological (MR) finishing technology (Fig. 3
[43]) was adopted to manufacture high-precision parabolic
mirrors of reaction-bonded SiC. The final surface roughness
(Ra) was reduced from 34.39nm to 26.74nm after
prepolishing using MR fluids carrying oil with Al2O3, and
was further reduced to 1.14nm after fine polishing using
the MR fluid with diamond powder. Magnetorheological
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Figure 3.—Magnetorheological (MR) finishing [43].

abrasive flow finishing is also developed [44] for
complicated geometries using magnetorheological polishing
(MRP) fluid, which has carbonyl iron powder and SiC
abrasives dispersed in grease and mineral oil. MRP fluid
changes its rheological behavior in a magnetic field, which
can be used to precisely control finishing forces.
The viscosity of electrorheological (ER) fluid can change

with the applied electric field strength. ER-fluid-assisted
polishing of WC microdies can be used for mass production
of microaspheric glass lenses [45]. An ER-fluid-aided
polisher using patterned electrodes is proposed [46], and
abrasive grit is condensed on the thick clusters of ER
fluid particles formed around the electrodes with increased
voltage.
Abrasive flow machining (AFM) is another nontraditional

method, which can offer excellent surface finish on
difficult-to-approach regions of components and can replace
time-consuming deburring and polishing operations [47].
AFM polishes, radiuses and deburrs surfaces and edges
by flowing abrasive media over these areas. This process
can polish internal shapes that may be difficult to machine
using other processes. However, AFM has low MRRs.
Therefore, using a rotating rectangular rod inside a hollow
workpiece to apply a centrifugal force is explored [48], and
this enhances the MRR and improves the surface roughness.
In another study [49], abrasive particles and silicone rubber
are uniformly mixed to be the flexible media. A chain hole
cut by wire electrical discharge machining is polished by
AFM using the media. The abrasive medium with high
viscosity has excellent deformation and can easily smooth
the hole surface. The surface roughness (Ra) decreases from
1.8�m to 0.28�m after five machining cycles.

4. Modeling of polishing processes

Modeling is intensively performed by engineers in
the microelectronics manufacturing industry. For example,
mobile phone manufacturers have to shorten the
development cycle time for their new products to
rapidly meet the competing market needs. Modeling and
simulations can help them to save the time for full reliability
tests, which are very time-consuming. Precision engineering
industry may not have such an urgent demand like that in the
microelectronics industry. Engineers traditionally can spend
time to conduct polishing experiments to achieve their goals.
However, modeling and simulations of polishing processes
are increasingly performed by researchers, because this
approach helps to understand the polishing mechanisms, as
discussed in this section. With more engineers obtaining

Figure 4.—Polishing based on coupling vibrations of liquid [54].

skills of mathematic modeling, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, and finite element (FE) simulations, more
reports on modeling and simulations of polishing processes
can be expected in the near future.
Analytical models [50, 51] and FEA models [52, 53]

are increasingly developed to characterize polishing
processes. Experimentation is the basis for technology
development and science discovery, but there are cases
where experiments can hardly be implemented. MD
simulations may provide suitable tools, and are powerful in
studying ultrafine machining including polishing. The great
contributions of MD simulation to the polishing based on
coupling vibrations of liquid (Fig. 4) is an example [54]. MD
simulations can be run on systems containing millions of
particles, and more MD simulations for ultrafine machining
can be expected.
For CMP of a thin layer of SiO2 on a Si wafer,

regression models are developed to determine optimum
process conditions [55]. The slurry flow beneath the wafer
in CMP involves chemical reaction and lubrication, and
it is critical to the planarity and surface quality of the
large Si wafer. A 3D model based on Brinkman equations
and Darcy’s law can analyze the effects of pad roughness
and key operating parameters on the slurry flow with the
suspended abrasives between the wafer and the pad [56].
A model for step height reduction is proposed and the
topography evolution on the wafer surface is simulated
[57]. The MRR during CMP depends sensitively on pattern
geometry and density.
An extension of the density-step height model for pattern

effects in oxide CMP [58] reveals that oxide removal
rates have a linear dependence on down force and a
sublinear dependence on relative velocity. Studies of the
compressibility variations of major types of pad with
polishing time by modeling and experiments [59] find
the compressibility of pads changes because of wear.
The compressibility of a pad can be used to judge whether
or not the pad is good for polishing. Modeling of pad
wear can predict thickness variation of the polishing
pad [60]. The polishing pad surface can be deteriorated,
reducing the polishing rate and planarity because of pad
wear and glazing. Conditioning of polishing pads is one
most important process in CMP. Longer conditioning time
leads to a higher concavity incidence of the polishing
pad. A microcontact model based on the Sneddon’s
equation is developed [61] for CMP with a soft pad.
The large deformation of the pad can significantly affect the
microcontact force between a single particle and the pad.
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The mechanical response at the interface between the
silicon, low-k, and copper layer of the wafer is simulated
under the loading of the CMP [62]. The results show
that the large blanket wafer within high applying pressure
would exhibit high stresses possible to delaminate the
interface at the periphery of the wafer, and reducing
the copper thickness can diminish the possibility of the
delamination/failure of the low-k material.

5. Polishing of hard and brittle materials

Si wafers are the fundamental substrate for most ICs. Over
90% of semiconductor devices are fabricated on Si wafers.
Polishing is an important process to obtain the required
surface quality. The results of polishing of Si wafers [63]
show that the pad speed and the polishing pressure are the
most significant factors affecting MRR. A key requirement
of Si wafer fabrication processes is extremely flat wafer
surfaces with a diameter of up to 350mm. The surfaces
must be smooth and have minimum subsurface damage
before the final etching and polishing. Reduced polishing
time and improved surface quality can be achieved by
increased ductile streaks before polishing [64]. A polishing
method using polymer particles is proposed [65] for solving
the problems associated with pad deterioration, process
inconsistency and poor accuracy, and the results show that
appropriate combination of tool plate with polymer particles
can greatly improve polishing quality.
SiC is polished using the tribochemical reaction

mechanism. Ferrous metal disks effectively polish SiC in
water, and the maximum MRR is 0.06�m/h. The SiC
surface is removed tribochemically by the catalytic effect
of iron oxide, and no damage on the polished surface is
observed. During polishing, ferrous metal disks react with
water and form iron oxide, which is a catalyst to assist
the tribochemical reaction of water and SiC, leading to
hydrolysis of SiC. The reaction mechanism is expressed as
follows [66]:

SiC+ 2H2O → SiO2 + C+ 2H2� (1)

Polishing of Si3N4 balls [67] reveals that in rough
polishing, high polishing load can lead to rapid reduction
of surface roughness. In fine polishing, the erosive process
without polishing load dominates the reduction of surface
roughness, but cannot remove the high roughness peaks.
The diamond particle size should be reduced gradually in the
lapping process to avoid generating deep scratches, which
are difficult to be removed during the polishing process.

6. Robotic and cnc polishing

Polishing is an important finishing process for die and
mold manufacturing. Hand polishing of free form surfaces
is widely conducted, but this approach is time and labor
consuming. Therefore, automatic polishing of curved and
free form surfaces is conducted using robots and CNC
machines for various applications. Free form surfaces can
be polished using a grinding center by applying the same
cutter location (CL) data used in the cutting process to
remove only cusp height and maintain the form accuracy

Figure 5.—A new compliant polishing tool [74].

generated in the cutting process [68]. A data integration
method [69] uses adjacency and feature-data matrices to
establish a framework of feature-based data, and enables the
storage, retrieval, and operations of geometries, topologies,
and machining information for a given ruled mold surface.
Molds can be manufactured using a CNC machine and
a magnetic polishing tool [70]. Magnetic force produces
the polishing pressure and polishing of curved surfaces is
possible without tool path control.
The robot polishing path can be generated from the CL

data obtained from the postprocessor of a CAD system.
The polishing robot does not require the complicated
teaching process. A quaternion interpolation algorithm [71]
can realize the smooth interpolation of the end-effector
positions. CL data can be also used for a desired trajectory
of tool translational motion and contact directions, realizing
a complete non-taught robotic polishing of molds [72].
Development of new polishing tools is also important for
polishing curved mould surfaces [73]. A polishing process is
proposed using a new compliant abrasive tool (Fig. 5 [74])
and a force-controllable five-axes robot. Optimal parameters
are determined using the Taguchi method. The polishing
force dominates the polishing quality.

7. Polishing with vibrations, beams, edm,

or polymer particles

Aspherical microglass lenses can be manufactured by a
glass press process using ground and polished molds. An
ultrasonic vibration-assisted polishing machine is developed
[75] to polish aspherical molds with diameters <3mm.
As shown in Fig. 6, a small polishing tool is vibrated
by piezoelectric ultrasonic actuators. Form accuracy below
70nm and surface roughness of 7nm could be obtained.
Polishing of quartz glass can be performed using an
ultrasonic vibrating device [76] that produces coupling

Figure 6.—Ultrasonic vibration-assisted polishing [75].
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Table 1.— Contributions of pulsed current, ultrasonics and

the electrode geometry to surface finish improvement [77].

Factor Contribution (%)

Pulsed current 18

Ultrasonics 24

Electrode geometry 58

vibrations of liquid. Ultrasonic energy is also used to assist
the dregs discharge in electrochemical finishing to improve
surface finish of large holes. The contributions of pulsed
current, ultrasonics and the electrode geometry to surface
finish improvement are assessed (Table 1) [77]. The average
effect of the ultrasonic energy is advantageous over the
pulsed current [77]. Efficient polishing of 3D microcurved
surfaces is also possible by a vibration-assisted magnetic
abrasive polishing process [78].
One drawback of selective laser sintering is the high

surface roughness of resulting parts, which can be polished
using laser irradiation beams. The laser beam melts a
microscopic layer on the surface, which re-solidifies under
shielding gas conditions and leads to a smoother surface.
Laser-polishing of sintered parts with Ra roughness of
7.5–7.8�m resulted in final surface roughness below
1.49�m [79]. A large-area electron beam (�60mm) can be
used for melting a metal surface in a few microseconds.
The surface roughness decreases from 6�m to <1�m in
a few minutes, and the corrosion resistance of metal mold
surfaces can be improved [80].
An EDM machine can be used for a micro-energy

discharge process followed by an electrophoretic deposition
(EPD) process to coat Al2O3 particles on a rotation
electrode. The EPD polishing can reduce the Ra roughness
of a discharged surface from 0.52�m to 0.068�m [81].
Electrochemical polishing of EDM surfaces can be also
conducted [82]. A 4-body finishing process is developed
using a paste dispersion medium and fine polymer particles
as the 4th body to extinguish the microscratches and
improve the dispersion stability of the polishing paste. High
removal rates and dispersion stability can be obtained using
a new paste with low viscosity base agent and fine media
particles [83]. Extra-large gas cluster ions can be also used
for surface polishing [84].

8. Friction in polishing processes

Copper pits formed after copper CMP are critical defects
because they can cause missed or broken interconnections.
One important factor affecting the pit formation is the
friction force. Studies of polishing friction kinetics [85]
help to understand the pit-defect formation mechanism
(the magnitude of the friction torque and the location of
the edges between the metal line and wafer induce the
defect) and significantly reduce the pit formation. Research
on the correlation between CMP results and frictional
and thermal characteristics of SiO2 slurry [86] reveals
that the effects of mechanical factors in CMP can be
expressed as friction force and heat generated by friction.
The characteristics of silica slurry such as conductivity,
particle size, pH, and zeta potential are changed by the

Figure 7.—Schematic illustration of dynamic friction polishing [92].

frictional heat during polishing and the remaining heat after
a high-temperature pad conditioning process. These changes
made the oxide surface removed easily [87]. Research on
the relationship between the direction of the frictional force
vector and the delamination probability in CMP of Cu/low-k
damascene structures [88] finds that the directivity of the
friction force vector reduces the delamination probability.
The delamination probability of a wafer is low when it is
polished by the scan-type CMP operating with directional
friction force compared to the conventional CMP.
Sensors can be installed in CMP equipment to

simultaneously measure frictional behavior during polishing
[89]. Monitoring the friction force and temperature of
the polishing pad surface can help to reduce the pad
conditioning time during polishing [90]. Abrasive grains
with blunt edges are easily ablated from the polishing wheel
by friction during polishing. The wheel can be continuously
refreshed by adding new abrasive grains [91]. Studies using
a dynamic friction polishing (Fig. 7) technique [92] reveal
that the material removal mechanisms of PCD can be
chemomechanical, diffusion, oxidization, evaporation, and
their combinations.
Studies of galling properties of tool steel sliding against

different work materials [93, 94] reveal that a polished
plasma nitrided surface provides improved friction and wear
properties of the tool steel and reduces the galling tendency
in sliding against austenitic stainless steel. In polishing Cu
and Al surfaces, H2O2 slurries with friction stimulation can
produce an oxide layer [95].

9. Conclusions

(1) CMP is increasingly performed to planarize and smooth
advanced materials and is the hottest research topic in
the journal artile reviewed.

(2) Many “noncontact” polishing processes are developed
using magnetic fluids, electrorheological fluids, and
abrasive flow for complicated geometries.

(3) Modeling of polishing process is also increasingly
performed worldwide, helping to understand the
polishing mechanisms. With more engineers obtaining
the skills of mathematic modeling, MD, and FE
simulations, more research on modeling of polishing
processes can be expected in the near future.

(4) Polishing with vibrations, beams, EDM, or polymer
particles are also promising.

(5) Investigations of friction in polishing processes help to
understand the mechanisms or control the processes.
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